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Keeping Customers Safe

Internal & External Sanitary
Access Control Units (ACU’s)
We offer a range of ACCESS CONTROL UNITS with three stage barriered entry. This is a
no-touch, ‘hands-free’ system deployed in either a container based (either 12m or 6m)
format or in a 6m lightweight version where HIAB access may be prohibited. The
system can incorporate a fourth stage ticket/voucher scan where shopping centre,
venue or event require this for access, reducing personnel involvement and contact.

Step 1: Temperature Scan

Container Based ACU
20’ Container available with 6 lanes (or 5 including a DDA lane)
40’ Container available with 12 lanes (or 11 including a DDA lane)
Lightweight (sub 3.5T) demountable ACU
6 lanes (or 5 including a DDA lane).

Step 2: Auto-dispense Sanitise

Modular build versions of the
same can be installed INDOORS
where access restricted.

Step 3: Automatic Barrier Opens

Internal & External Sanitary
Access Control Units (ACU’s)
Step 1: Temperature Scan

Step 2: Auto-dispense Sanitise

Monthly Hire (6
Month Basis)

External 6 Lane Lightweight Demount
External 12 Lane ISO Container
External 6 Lane ISO Container
Internal 6 Lane Modular System

£6,229
£6,601
£13,002
£4,020

Monthly Hire (12
Month Basis)

£3,893
£4,126
£8,126
£2,513

Monthly Hire (24
Month Basis)

£2,595
£2,750
£5,417
£1,675

Step 3: Automatic Barrier Opens

(Unmanned) Headcount
Management
Our Headcount Management System can be installed
on the entrance(s) to retail outlets, venues or public
spaces as well as ACU’s and count customers in and
out of the space via a number of plug and play
sensors.
The sensors incorporate digital signage advising on
estimated wait times and when customers may or
may not enter the space.
Should a customer enter before it is safe to do so
the system sounds and audible alarm as well as a
flashing light or digital message as a deterrent or if
required to highlight to staff to intervene.
The digital displays can offer other messaging at the
venues discretion and can be incorporated into
existing infrastructure, for example anti-theft reader
stations.

The data collected can also be reported upon giving
useful insight on customer numbers, activity and
trends.

Single Point of Entry/Exit System £2,500.
Multiples thereof can be quoted subject to requirement.

Workplace Requirements
We have been installing a whole spectrum of base
workplace requirements; digital message displays,
welfare testing stations, screening, printed signage and
floor labelling; all produced in house for cost effective
fitting.
These can be brand specific as well as generic.

Sanitisation & Testing Stations
It will no doubt become the norm to see sanitation
check points and temperature test stations on
concourses, entrances and around businesses for the
foreseeable future.
As well as having a range of standard units available
immediately, we can fabricate these to suit your
business and branding.

Single dispense systems from £345 to include 5l of sanitiser.
Discounts available for multiple orders.

Socially compliant
ROADSHOWS
As our clients begin to re-emerge and look to
engage their audiences with thought through
targeted spend, we have ensured our offering
is road ready and that we have thought through
all social requirements in light of Covid-19.
We ensure;
Flight of footness: we can react immediately to
changing circumstances, lockdowns and
location restrictions.
We come to you and your customers so travel
is of a bare minimum.
Our units restrict numbers through a socially
acceptable but well channelled environment
ensuring visitor safety whilst maximising
engagement.
We control the space to ensure distancing and
cleanliness.

Healthcare Family/Medical
Visitor Solutions
For hospital, care home and educational environments
we have a range of products to enable safe friends and
family visitation.
External window canopy and window modification
Segregation units
Open segregation pods

Closed segregation pods

CONTACT US

tc@versatilevenues.co.uk
+44 (0) 1780 720 217

Keeping Customers Safe
All prices quoted within exclude VAT.

